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Introduction
The first screening programs for breast cancer were launched in the 

late nineteen-seventies based on regular mammography’s [1]. These 
were founded on the assumption that it would be possible to reduce 
both morbidity and mortality associated with this condition [2]. In fact, 
it is considered that screening programs should facilitate the diagnosis 
of earlier stages of invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) and more stages 
of ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) [3]. This earlier diagnosis should 
be associated with lower rates of mastectomy, radiotherapy and/
chemotherapy and with a lower rate of associated mortality [4].

Although numerous studies have quantified a reduction in breast 
cancer mortality in relation to screening programs, the effectiveness 
of screening for reducing mortality is still under discussion. While 
some studies have estimated that breast cancer screening programs 
achieve a 10% reduction in mortality after 13 years of follow up [5,6] 
other authors estimated a rate of 20% [7], and a systematic review 
of European observational studies found a reduction of 31% [8]. 
Despite the apparent controversy concerning the impact of screening 
programs on breast cancer-associated mortality rates, such programs 
are undoubtedly important for reducing the degree of aggressiveness 
required in surgery [9].

To assess the impact of the breast cancer screening program in 
the Basque Country on the breast cancer-related surgical procedures 
performed, we carried out a retrospective review analyzing the type 
of interventions and the stage of the disease as a function of whether 
patients had been diagnosed within the screening program.

Material and Methods
Objective

To assess the impact of the current breast cancer screening 
programme in the Basque Country on the treatment of our patients. In 
our health region, the Basque breast cancer early detection programme 
(BCEDP), based on biennial mammograms, focusses on women aged 
between 50 and 69 years old. If women have a family history of breast 
cancer, however, they are invited to join the programme with the same 
mammogram interval from 40 years of age. The rate of participation in 
this programme is about 80%.

Study design
A retrospective study was conducted of women who underwent 

surgery in our hospital for breast cancer between 1 January 2015 and 
31 December 2016.

Inclusion criteria
We included women of all ages, with primary breast carcinoma 

(i.e., excluding patients with metastatic disease) that had an indication 
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for surgical treatment and underwent surgery in our hospital. Women 
were excluded if they had inoperable breast cancer or if, due to their 
health status, it was decided to administer hormone therapy or 
palliative chemotherapy. Patients that have locally advanced breast 
cancer at diagnosis or in whom the tumour-to-breast volume ratio 
precludes breast-conserving surgery are usually treated by the medical 
oncology department of our hospital using six cycles of neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy. 

In our hospital, we follow the protocol of the Spanish Society 
of Gynaecology and Obstetrics (SEGO) [10]; this means that after 
diagnosis by imaging and core-needle or vacuum-assisted biopsy, and 
the assessment of local spread by magnetic resonance imaging, cases 
are presented to the breast cancer committee which then recommends 
the type of procedure to be offered: breast-conserving surgery or 
mastectomy. Axillary lymph node involvement was assessed using 
imaging techniques (axillary ultrasound) and sentinel lymph node 
biopsy. The sentinel lymph node was analysed using one-step nucleic 
acid amplification.

After surgery, our centre’s breast cancer committee recommends 
adjuvant radiotherapy, adjuvant chemotherapy or both, depending 
on certain risk factors (tumour stage, prognostic factors, molecular 
subtype, patient age, menopausal status, etc.). Further, women that are 
positive for oestrogen receptors are given hormone therapy.

Data collection

We retrospectively searched for all women undergoing breast 
cancer surgery within the established study period and classified 
them into two groups: group A composed of women referred from 
the BCEDP, after a routine mammogram; and group B composed 
of women referred from primary care or from other gynaecological 
clinics in our health region, with a diagnosis of suspected breast cancer. 
We considered interval cancer those being diagnosed in the age 50 to 
69 years outside of the BCEDP.

We collected the following data in the case report form: age, 
type of tumour (IDC or DCIS, regardless of the histological type); 
breast cancer stage; type of surgery (breast-conserving surgery or 
mastectomy); detection of sentinel lymph node and histopathological 
status; axillary lymphadenectomy; and need for subsequent adjuvant 
therapy and type. A specific spreadsheet was created for data collection.

Statistical analysis

Categorical variables were described using absolute and relative 
frequencies. Continuous variables were described using mean and 
standard deviation (SD). For comparing groups, parametric tests 
(Student’s t-tests) were used for quantitative variables and chi-square 
tests for qualitative variables. Statistical analysis was performed with 
the IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 22 (Armonk, NY).

Results
In the study period, 630 surgical interventions were performed 

in our gynaecology department on 630 women diagnosed with breast 
cancer. The mean age of the women was 60.2 years (SD 5.4 years), 140 
being under 50 years old (22.2%) and 36 women under 40 years of age 
(5.7%) at the time of surgery. 

Out of the 630 women identified, 220 (35%) were referred from the 
BCEDP and hence allocated to group A, while the others (n= 410, 65%) 
were referred from primary care or their gynaecologists (group B). 
Overall, 329 (52.2%) were between 50 and 69 years old. Of these, 200 

(60.8%) were diagnosed with breast cancer within the BCPEP and 129 
(39.2%) were diagnosed outside this programme (103 being interval 
cancers and 26 women who did not participate in the programme).

All women in group A were diagnosed by the mammography of 
the BCEDP while in group B 265 women (64.6%) consulted due to self-
palpation of a breast nodule, having had blood secretion, experiencing 
breast pain, etc and 145 were diagnosed during a mammographic 
study performed out of the BCEDP. 92 out of the 103 interval cancers 
(89.3%) in group B were invasive compared with 170 (85%) in group 
A (p=0.175). 

Out of the 630 cases of breast cancer, 555 (88%) were IDC and 75 
(12%) were DCIS. Among the women in group A, 185 were diagnosed 
with IDC (84% of all the cases in this group) and 35 with DCIS (16%), 
while among the women in group B, 370 (90.2%) had IDC and 40 DCIS 
(9.8%) at diagnosis. There difference between groups in the number 
of cases of IDC was significant (p=0.02). Table 1 shows the cases of 
breast cancer classified as a function of stage and patient group and 
Table 2 the cases of breast cancer classified as a function of patients 
age and patient group. Women were initially treated with neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy in 10 out of 220 cases (4.5%) in group A and 77 out of 
410 cases (18.8%) in group B (p<0.001). Mastectomies were performed 
in 47 (21.4%) and 225 (54.9%) women in groups A and B, respectively 
(p<0.001).

Sentinel lymph node detection was performed in 451 women: 
159 and 292 in groups A and B, respectively. Sentinel lymph node 
involvement was found in 17% and 26.4% of women in groups A and 
B, respectively (p<0.001), with axillary lymphadenectomies being 
performed in 31 (14.1%) and 83 (20.2%) cases in groups A and B, 
respectively (p=0.02). Adjuvant radiotherapy was given to 94% and 
83.2% and adjuvant chemotherapy to 30% and 36.1% of women in 
groups A and B, respectively (p=0.469 and p<0.001) (Tables 2 and 3).

Stage Group A Group B
0 13/220 (5.9%) 11/410 (2.7%)
I 115/220 (52.3%) 212/410 (29.5%)
II 72/220 (32.7%) 125/410 (30.5%)
III 9/220 (4%) 69/410 (16.8%)
IV 1/220 (0.5%) 32/410 (7.8%)

Table 1: Cases of breast cancer classified by stage and patient group.

Group of age Group A Group B
< 30 years -- 3/410 (0.7%)

30-39 years -- 33/410 (8%)
40-49 years 13/220 (5.9%) 91/410 (22.2%)
50-59 years 101/220 (45.9%) 77/410 (18.8%)
60-69 years 106 /220 (48.2%) 52/410 (12.7%)
70-79 years -- 77/410 (18.8%)
80-90 years -- 77/410 (18.8%)

Table 2: Cases of breast cancer classified by age of patients and patient group.

Table 3: Distribution of the study variables by group (Group A: women referred 
from the screening programme; group B: women referred from primary care or 
their gynaecologist).

Distribution
Group A Group B

P-value
N (%) N (%)

Invasive ductal carcinoma 185 84 370 90.2 0.02
Neoadjuvant chemotherapy 10 4.5 77 18.8 <0.001
Breast-conserving surgery 173 78.6 185 45.1 <0.001

Positive sentinel lymph node 27 17 77 26.4 <0.001
Axillary lymphadenectomy 31 14.1 83 34.3 0.02

Adjuvant radiotherapy 207 97.6 345 96.1 0.469
Adjuvant chemotherapy 66 30 148 36.1 <0.001
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Discussion
Our study highlights that breast cancer diagnoses through our 

screening programme account for just over a third (35%) of all the 
surgical interventions associated with this condition. Although this 
percentage may seem low, we should consider that the BCEDP includes 
women between 50 and 69 years old, and that in our series, 301 patients 
(47.8%) were outside this age range, 140 (22.2%) being under 50 years 
of age and 161 (25.5%) over 69 years of age at diagnosis. It seems clear 
that the BCEDP is beneficial for certain age groups but does not have 
a significant impact on diagnoses in women outside the screening age 
range in our setting. Despite this, our results indicate that women 
referred through the BCEDP are diagnosed with less invasive breast 
cancer than those diagnosed outside the programme; they require less 
neoadjuvant chemotherapy, are more likely to have breast-conserving 
surgery and require less adjuvant chemotherapy. 

In general, it is considered that women whose cancer is detected 
through screening programmes have a better prognosis than women 
who opt out of screening or who are diagnosed outside the age range 
established for screening [11]. Women being diagnosed with earlier 
stage and less invasive tumours may explain why BCEDP participants 
receive less aggressive surgery (78.6% of interventions being breast-
conserving) and need less neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Our results are 
in line with those of the Norwegian screening programme in which 
the rate of breast-conserving surgery was twice as high in participants 
compared to non-participants in their programme (334.4/100,000 vs. 
167.6/100,000) [9].

One of the criticisms of breast cancer screening programmes is that 
they may lead to an over diagnosis of DCIS, which is associated with 
a low risk of evolving to invasive cancer and unlikely to becoming life 
threatening [12]. In our experience, we also found more diagnoses of 
DCIS or early-stage cancer in the screening programme participants 
than non-participants (16% vs 9.6%). These data agree with those of 
large American series that report that 20% of new cases of breast cancer 
diagnosed every year correspond to stage 0 [13] and European-based 
research that has found DCIS detection rates of 10 to 30% [14].

Bleyer and Welch [15] using Surveillance Epidemiology and End 
Results (SEER) data examined the trends from 1976 through 2008 in 
the incidence of early-stage breast cancer and large-stage breast cancer 
among women 40 years of age or older. They found the introduction of 
screening mammography in the United States has been associated with 
a doubling in the number of cases of early-stage breast cancer (from 
112 to 234 cases per 100.000 women) and a decrease in the number 
of cases of large-stage breast cancer (from 102 to 94 cases per 100.000 
women). They conclude there is a substantial overdiagnosis, accounting 
for nearly a third of all newly diagnosed breast cancers. 

In line with international recommendations [16], our protocol 
includes sentinel lymph node biopsy in most cases. In our series, 451 
out of 630 patients (71.6%) underwent sentinel lymph node biopsy. 
The difference in metastatic involvement of the sentinel lymph node 
between the groups (17% and 26.4% in group A and B, respectively) 
was not significant, and our rate of sentinel lymph node metastasis was 
like that found in other research [17]. In contrast, we did observe a 
difference in the rate of axillary lymphadenectomy between the groups, 
with a lower rate in women in group A (14.1% vs 20.2% in group B; 
p=0.02). Having analysed sentinel lymph node involvement using one-
step nucleic acid amplification, axillary lymphadenectomy was carried 
out in those with an mRNA copy number of over 15,000. The results 
confirm less metastatic lymph node involvement among women in 
group A than those in group B, this translating to less need for axillary 
lymphadenectomy.

In our series, a strikingly high number of patients had interval cancer, 
defined as cases of breast cancer diagnosed in the period between two 
programmed mammograms under the screening programme. In our 
experience, almost a third (31.3%) of cases of breast cancer diagnosed 
among 50 to 69-year-old women corresponded to interval cancer. A 
similar rate of interval cancer was reported by Tabar et al. 30 years ago 
[18]. In their study, based on databases of the screening programme 
in two Swedish counties, they found a rate of interval cancer of as 
high as 40% when mammograms were performed every other year. In 
analysis of the subgroup of 50 to 69-year-old women, comparing data 
on cases of interval cancer and those of cancer diagnosed within the 
screening programme, we can conclude that the differences are like 
those found when overall comparisons are made between groups 
A and B in our study.

In our centre, 87% of the women who underwent surgery for breast 
cancer received adjuvant radiotherapy. We did not find significant 
differences between the study groups. This is attributable to the fact 
that radiotherapy after breast-conserving surgery reduces the risk of 
local recurrence [19] and, in our case, all women that undergo breast-
conserving surgery are treated with radiotherapy.

Our study has certain limitations. First, it was not designed and 
is not able to assess the impact of the screening programme on the 
breast cancer-associated mortality. It has been found that this type 
of secondary prevention programmes is able to reduce breast cancer-
associated mortality by up to 21% in women over 50 years of age [20]. 
Similarly, we cannot assess the impact of false positives given that 
our study focused on histologically-confirmed cases that were treated 
surgically.

The main strength of our study is that includes all the cases of breast 
cancer that occurred in our health region, given that our hospital is the 
referral centre for this type of disease and, in our region, breast cancer 
is exclusively treated by gynaecologists of our breast care unit. Hence, 
the study reflects reality and is representative of what is happening 
among women in our setting.
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Conclusion
In our setting, breast cancer patients who are referred from the 

BCEDP have earlier stage cancer, can be expected to benefit from 
less radical surgical procedures, have lower proportion of axillary 
lymph node involvement and require less complementary adjuvant 
chemotherapy. 
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